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Two bullet, meaning two shots 

account for all the wounds an 
the damage. The case for a third 

primarily on the finding. of three 
empty cartridge cases. This shot 
whether it '..ca.; the first ,,i*,r1011,a5 
CBS News 1,1te.st5:6Ktlt:V4ath*( 

p st.knew very little about the weig 
f particles in Governor Connall  
rist. Three rarticles were remov 
he largest writhed half a grain. T 
her two 'anS'ffhose left in his wr 
ere far tinier. There was also a tiny 
article in his thigh. The total weight 
E lead particles in Governor Connally 
illd easily be less than two grains. 
here were two or three grains missing 
om that bullet. So this did not dis-
rove the single-bullet theory, nor 
rove it.... 
As for the gelatin tests conducted for 

CBS News,  by Dr. Alfred G. Olivier, 
chief o1 .n d balliStics at the Army's 
Edgekili6rAertal; it was Dr. Olivier's 
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condustn, as he stated in the second 
broadcast, that these tests "very 
strongly show that this one bullet 
could have caused all the wounds." 	. 

he full basis for that conclusion, 
ch we did not explore on the air, 

s this: 
r. Olivier felt that the "very little 

-`t more velbcity" needed for a test bullet 
'to penetrate the block simulating the 

ernor's thigh could be suppled in 
east two ways. 
e gelatin blocks were deliberately 

ode slightl Larger than the anatomy 
hey wer 	ating.so-that any error 
ould m 	gle-bullet test more 

difficult rather than easier. We could 
have shaved the simulation blocks until 
we got a perfect result, but we did not 
think that would be scientifically valid. 
Also, to insure hitting the first block, 

simulating the President's neck, with 
pinpoint accuracy so as to keep the 
bullet in line with the successive chest, 
wrist and thigh blocks, the bullet 
was not fired from 18o feet or so away 
= as in Dealey Plaza but from about 

feet away. The powder in the car 
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ge Was reduced so that the impact 
ocity approximated that at 18o feet, 

this short range introduced a 
"muzzle yaw."—the bullet was 
stable after traveling only zo 

s it would be 18o feet from the 
le. The difference, Dr. Olivier 

could be the difference be-
bouncing off the thigh block 

enetrating it. . . . 
Bickel einted, as did the CBS News 
cript from which he apparently 
his information, in attributing 

bts of the singlebullet theory to 
ham F. Enos, a pathologist at North-

n Virginia Doctors Hospital. Dr. 
1105 said this type of military bullet 

.incieect have one through two 
. It was Pr. 

gh pathologh, t 
s, .who thought 

'rselves that this 
Wciiild satisfy peo-

e reason or another 
choose not tc4) believe-the basic ( on- 
clusions of the Warren 	. 

It \fr.. Bickel is lookir4t 



point in the case against Lee Harvey 
Oswald, let him concitrate on the 
lack of proof that ClsAra d himself ac-
tually pulled the trigger of his rifle. 

Walter Lister 	 1 
CBS News Special Reports 

In reply 

I was trying to deal in print with "ir-
responsible critics" and "vast misin-
formation" before CBS deignecUto con-
sider the problem of the Warren Re-
port airworthy, and I do not take kind-
ly, therefore, to insinuations about 
"people who for one reason or another 
choose not to believe," or to e1: catizgdr • 
pronouncements about critactsms4 • - ?• 	41:71 
supported "by any rational evidenee.' 
That a third shot missed the Presiden-: 

tial limousine may be true, but that it 
"almost certainly" did so is sheer as-
sumption. All the evidence Mr. Lister 
recites tends to show that the single-
bullet theory is possible. I have never 
denied that it is. I have never credited 
notions that the neck wound was in-
flicted from the front, and early point-

out that fibers in the President's 
.ol1ar proved that his throat in-

jury was an exit wound. And I have 
never challenged the physical findings 
of the autopsy report. 
But Dr. Humes himself — the chief 

autopsy surgeon — said that the nearly 
intact bullet could not have caused alI 
of Governor Connally's wounds. The 
Commission's other expert, Dr. FinCk, 
a well-known forensic pathologist, was 
of the same opinion. The question i9 
one of distortion and of loss of frag-
ments. This is testimony. farming a ra-
tional basis fOr grave doubt, and nd 
adecluately unambiguous refutation of 
it ha-. been produced from equally 
qualified sources. I thought it and think 
it an evasion for CBS to have omitted 
consideration of this crucial point. The 
hypothesis of a • hit to the President's 
back by the first shot is no less possible 
than the single-bullet theory, and may 
be less difficult, although it is, a% I 
said, not without difficulties, which I 
wish CBS had explored. The vast re-
sources and the vast audience CBS 
commands impose certain obligations. 
I see that my characterization of Dr. 

Olivier's tests was accurate. They 
proved nothing, whatever Dr. Olivier's 
speculations. 

I am sorry I was misled into calling 


